
The second single and theme song of the 3P 'Let Go', 
talks about the progress of setting the past free and 
phrasing an individual life manifesto. In the up-coming 
video clip, Tzlil gathered 3 of her younger cousins, 
each symbolizes a point on her own life timeline, a 
precious fossil capturing a moment in private history. 

     
Throughout the year seasonal 3Ps will be released 
and performed as a concept concert, utilizing various 
visual and multi-disciplinary arts. In the last year 
Tzlil has focused on creating a team of young and 
upcoming creatives, who, together work on a unique 
and communicative visual language to accompany 

the music.

Management & Branding – Yafo Creative | Art Director – Amnon Ron | Graphic Designer – Anna Dubinsky  
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Tzlil Danin kicks off her solo project with a new 
single - City Friends. Released in Israel March 2015.

After years in the music industry, some as a producer 
and some on the big stages as part of the ‘Metropolin’ 
group, Tzlil releases a first EP on her name that 
exhibits the unique musical cocktail that she has 
been mixing over the years; a spicy electronic sound 
that dives through the deep of the Mediterranean.  

A contemporary pop icon from Old Jaffa.

Tzlil chose to release her new material under a new 
format she named 3P; a 3-song EP which relates to 
the current season and mood. The first 3P, 'Let Go', 
produced by Roey Avital (Garden City Movement) and 

Yakir Ben-Tov (J-Viewz). 

The first single 'City Friends' deals with urban 
alienation, friendship and love, characterizes with 
accurate, up-to-date aesthetics and enters the 
conversation of global pop. This theme is amplified 
in the music video, shot in the bustling, yet lonesome 

streets of Tokyo.

'Let Go' - Private link

'Nice And Slow' the third and last single, will be out 
around mid-september.
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